Abstract-The design of scalable and reliable interconnection networks for multicore chips (NoCs) introduces new design constraints like power consumption, area, and ultra low latencies. Although 2D meshes are usually proposed for NoCs, heterogeneous cores, manufacturing defects, hard failures, and chip virtualization may lead to irregular topologies. In this context, efficient routing becomes a challenge. Although switches can be easily configured to support most routing algorithms and topologies by using routing tables, this solution does not scale in terms of latency and area.
I. INTRODUCTION
A FTER hitting the power dissipation wall, the computer industry moved to multicore processing chips in order to continue increasing the computing speed while having a bounded power consumption budget. Although the number of cores in current processing devices is rather small (i.e. two to eight cores per chip), this trend is expected to continue for many years, with recent announcements of an 80-core chip [9] . Such a large number of cores requires a high-performance NoC to efficiently interconnect those cores among them and with cache blocks and/or memory controllers.
A 2D mesh topology is usually preferred due to its layout on a 2D surface (Figure 1.a) . Also, for routing purposes, logic-based routing (e.g. DOR) is preferred to reduce latency, power, and area requirements for the NoC. However, the high integration scale introduces a number of communication reliability issues. Crosstalk, power supply noise, electromagnetic and intersymbol interference will affect packet transmission. Moreover, manufacturing defects may appear, in the form of defective cores, wires or switches. In these cases, while some regions of the chip are defective, the remaining chip area may be fully functional. From the NoC point of view, the presence of such manufacturing defects causes the initial regular topology to become an irregular one. This is the case for topologies shown in Figure 1 . In this case, some nodes and links have been disabled. Obviously, other topologies with different shape (p, q, d, b, . . . ) and number of nodes and links are also possible. Additionaly, in order to exploit the increasing number of cores, and due to the fact that applications are not exposing enough parallelism, virtualization of the chip is becoming a necessity. In a virtualized system, resources are distributted among different guest OS or applications. The network must guarantee traffic isolation between regions, thus leading to irregular subnetworks within the original 2D mesh. Finally, we find irregular topologies in heterogeneous CMPs and MPSoCs where different types of cores exhibit different sizes.
Routing can be implemented as source routing or distributed routing. In source routing, the source node computes the path and stores it in the packet header. Since the header itself must be transmitted through the network, it consumes significant network bandwidth. In distributed routing, however, each switch computes the next link that will be used while the packet travels across the network. The packet header contains only the destination ID.
Distributed routing can be implemented in different ways. The approach followed in regular topologies is the so called algorithmic routing, which relies on a combinational logic circuit that computes the output port to be used as a function of the current and destination nodes and the status of the output ports. The implementation is very efficient in terms of both area and speed, but the algorithm is specific to the topology and to the routing strategy used on that topology. To deal with non-regular topologies, switches based on forwarding tables were proposed. In this case, there is a table at each switch that stores, for each destination end node, the output port that must be used. This scheme can be easily extended to support adaptive routing by storing several outputs in each table entry. The main advantage of table-based routing is that any topology and any routing algorithm can be used, including fault-tolerant routing algorithms. However, memories do not scale in terms of latency, power consumption, and area, thus being impractical for NoCs.
It would be interesting to find an implementation for most practical irregular topologies that allows the use of any distributed routing algorithm without the need for using routing tables. In the present paper we take on this challenge. We pro- pose a very simple mechanism that removes the routing tables at every switch, thus enabling the implementation of almost any routing algorithm on irregular topologies. The mechanism, referred to as logic-based distributed routing (LBDR), relies on three bits per output port at every switch and a small logic block containing several gates.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II related work is presented. Then, in Section III the system context for LBDR is described. In Section IV the mechanism is presented. In Section V some evaluation results are presented. The paper is concluded with Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Some work on the reduction of memory requirements for routing in NoCs already exists. One solution is Interval Routing [11] . With interval routing, sets of destinations requesting the same output ports are grouped. This method is specifically for regular topologies. The FIR method [6] is an extension of interval routing for allowing different routing algorithms in meshes and tori networks. However, FIR is not applicable to irregular networks. Another solution is street-sign routing [2] . In this method, only the router name of the next turn and the direction of the turn are included in the packet header.
Recently, two solutions for irregular topologies have been proposed [8] , [3] . In both cases, the destinations are grouped into regions and regions are coded into switches. Although the number of regions grows logarithmically with the number of failures, the number is unbounded and each region implies logic. Another solution for routing table minimization is presented in [1] . In this case logic is used for the general regular case, and a deviation routing table for routing deviations.
Although different solutions exist, none of them allows the implementation of distributed routing algorithms in irregular topologies with no routing tables and minimum logic.
III. SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT
For the sake of simplicity, we focus on networks with no virtual channel requirements, and we assume wormhole switching (although the proposed method also works for virtual cut-through as well). Messages are routed with X and Y offsets, assuming the X and Y coordinates of the final destination are included in the message header (X dst and Y dst ), and each switch knows its X and Y coordinates (through the X curr and Y curr registers at each switch).
LBDR can be applied to a combination of topologies and routing algorithms with some particular characteristics. The following paragraphs describe the conditions topologies and routing algorithms must meet.
All the supported topologies share the same property: all the end-nodes (assuming at least one end-node attached to each switch) can communicate with the rest of nodes through a minimal path defined in the original mesh topology (the topology pictured in Figure 1 .a). LBDR can be applied in all the topologies that fulfill this property. As a counter example, Figure 1 .e shows a topology with a disabled node and its links. In this case, there are some pairs of end-nodes that cannot communicate through a minimal path defined in the original 2-D mesh case. In this situation, LBDR can not be applied.
Note that topologies with several disabled regions are suitable for LBDR. One example is shown in Figure 1 .d. Notice that in this case all the end-nodes can communicate through minimal paths defined in the original 2-D mesh topology. A deterministic (or partially adaptive) routing algorithm without cyclic dependencies among links or buffers can be represented by the set of routing restrictions it imposes. As an example, Figure 2 shows the routing restrictions defined by XY , SR h [3] , and U D (up*/down*) [4] routing algorithms on a 2-D mesh topology and a p topology. Each arrow indicates a routing restriction. Basically, a routing restriction forbids a packet to use two consecutive channels. So, the final paths for each pair of communicating end-nodes will not pass through any routing restriction. In this paper we define a routing restriction as the pair of channels that can not be used. For instance, at the first (top left-most) switch in Figure 2 .a there is a SE restriction 1 . As can be seen in the Figure, the XY routing algorithm is suitable only for the 2D mesh topology. However, topologyagnostic routing algorithms like SR h , and U D can be applied to any topology.
LBDR is applicable to any routing algorithm that enforces minimal paths for every source-destination pair. This is the case of XY , SR h , and U D. Other routing algorithms like FX [10] and Turn Model [5] also adhere to these conditions, thus being suitable for LBDR. Figure 3 .a shows the details of LBDR. The mechanism relies on the use of only three bits per switch output port. Therefore, 12 bits are needed per switch. The value of these bits depends on the topology and the routing algorithm being implemented, and are computed and uploaded to the switches before normal operation.
IV. LBDR DESCRIPTION
Bits are grouped in two sets: routing bits and connectivity bits. Routing bits indicate which routing options can be taken, whereas connectivity bits indicate whether a switch is connected with its neighbours.
Regarding the routing bits, the bits for the E output port are labeled R en and R es . They indicate whether packets routed through the E output port may later at the next switch take the N port or S port, respectively. In other words, these bits indicate whether packets are allowed to change direction at the next switch. Similarly, for output port N the bits are accordingly labeled R ne and R nw , for output port W R wn and R ws , and for output port S R se and R sw .
Regarding the connectivity bits, each output port has a bit, referred to as C x indicating whether a switch is connected through the x port. Thus, connectivity bits are C n , C e , C w , and C s .
The routing logic is divided in two parts (see Figure 3 .a). The first part computes the relative position of the packet's destination. For this, two comparators are used and X curr and Y curr are compared with X dst and Y dst . From that logic one or two signals may be active (if the packet is in the NW quadrant then N and W signals will be active). Note also that packets forwarded to the local port are excluded from the routing logic.
Once the N , E , W , and S signals are computed, the second part of the logic comes into play. It is made of four logic units, one for each output port. Each one can be built with only two inverters, four AND gates and one OR gate. As all of them are similar we will describe only one, the logic associated with the N output port.
The N output port is considered for routing the incoming packet when either one of the following three conditions is met:
• The packet's destination is on the same column (N × /E × /W ).
• The packet's destination is on the NE quadrant and the packet can take the E port at the next switch through the N port (N × E × R ne ).
• The packet's destination is on the NW quadrant and the packet can take the W port at the next switch through the N port (N × W × R nw ). If none of the above conditions is met, then the N port can not be taken for routing the packet. Additionaly, the connectivity bit C n is inspected in order to filter the N port.
LBDR will mimic performance of most of the routing algorithms. This is the case for the XY and U D routing algorithms. In these algorithms, the routing restrictions are located in the same relative position through all the rows and columns. As an example, Figure 3 .b shows all the bits for U D in a p topology. Notice that for the path 1-8 output port S is not taken at switch 1 because there is a NW routing restriction at switch 5 (bit R sw is zero at switch 1). This decision does not impact on performance as the S output port cannot be taken to forward properly the packet (packet would never be able to turn to W in the column).
However, there are situations (e.g. more advanced routing algorithms like SR) where LBDR induces some inefficiencies. An example can be seen in Figure 2 .d. In this case, like before, switch 1 decides to reject output port S because its R sw bit is reset (there is a NW restriction at the next switch through the S port). However, in this case, a valid path would be 1-5-9-8. Therefore, LBDR reduces adaptiveness. In Section V we will see the impact on performance.
It is important to note that only the routing bits referring to a routing restriction are set to zero and the remaining ones are set to one, even those that refer to switches not existing in the topology (for instance bit R nw at switch 0). However, they must be set to one in order the mechanism to work properly. This can be better seen through an example. Imagine the path at Figure 3 .b from switch 13 to switch 7. At switch 13 the signals N and E are active. Also, signals N and E are active. In particular, N is activated as R ne at switch 13 is set to one, although it does not make sense for routing purposes. However, this allows the packet to being forwarded north until it reaches switch 5, where it will take east direction. Notice that output port E will never be taken at switches 13 and 9 due to the connectivity bit C e .
V. EVALUATION
In this Section we evaluate LBDR. Our goal is to evaluate the performance when applied to different topologies/routing algorithms compared with the performance achieved by those routing algorithms when implemented with routing tables. We will check if LBDR mimics the performance of routing tables and by how much (and in which circumstances) it looses performance.
We have used noxim [7] to evaluate LBDR. In all simulations wormhole switching is assumed, input port buffers are 4-flit deep, and packets are 32-flit long. Flit size is set to one byte. For the transient state, 40K messages are assumed and results are collected after 40K messages are received. XY , U D, and SR h routing algorithms have been evaluated in a 8 × 8 mesh and a p topology (a 8 × 8 mesh without the bottom right-most 4×4 submesh). Uniform and bit-reversal traffic has been used. Figure 4 shows the performance (delivered throughput) for all the analyzed cases. In all the situations the same basic conclusions can be extracted. First, it can be seen that for XY (in 2D mesh) and U D (in 2D mesh and p topology) LBDR mimics the performance achieved with traditional implementation (routing tables). This is achieved because in both cases all the routing restrictions are aligned through the same columns and rows and this permits LBDR to achieve maximum performance.
Second, it can be seen that for SR h , LBDR achieves different performance numbers. The loss in performance is 15% in transpose traffic and negligible in random traffic.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented the LBDR mechanism. It allows for implementing most of the existing distributed routing algorithms in suitable topologies for NoCs. Only two routing bits and one connectivity bit are required along with a small logic block per output port. It mimics the performance achieved by XY and U D routing algorithms when implemented using routing tables.
As future work, the applicability of the LBDR for chip/system virtualization will be deeply analyzed. Also, we have extended the LBDR mechanism to support more complex algorithms, like SR h , with no performance degradation. Also, demonstrations of deadlock-freedom and connectivity have been obtained (not shown in this paper due to lack of space).
